Probing techniques with spatial resolution have the potential to lead to a better understanding of the microscopic physical processes and to novel routes for manipulating nanostructures.
constrictions. [4] [5] [6] Nevertheless, already the first experiment on graphene nanoribbons by Han et al. 7 showed a discrepancy between the measured transport gap and a simple confinement-induced band gap. Theoretical models explain the observed gap by Coulomb blockade, edge scattering, and/or Anderson-type localization due to edge disorder. [8] [9] [10] [11] On the experimental side, there is increasing evidence for Coulomb-blockade effects in nanoribbons. 6, [12] [13] [14] [15] Transport through graphene quantum dots in the Coulomb blockade regime is typically modulated by resonances arising from the constrictions. 16 However, for both, nanoribbons and quantum dots, the microscopic origin of the transport gap and the resonances in the constrictions needs to be understood in more detail.
Hence, probing techniques which are capable of locally investigating properties of graphene nanostructures are essential. Earlier experiments of this kind on graphene include experiments with a scanning single-electron transistor, 17, 18 scanning-tunneling spectroscopy, [19] [20] [21] and scanning-gate microscopy. 22, 23 All these experiments were performed on large area graphene sheets. Here, we present results of scanning-gate experiments on a single-layer graphene quantum dot which is coupled to source and drain leads via two constrictions. We observe ring-like resonances in the scanning-gate experiments centered at the quantum dot as well as in the constrictions. This enables us to map resonances in real space.
Atomic-force micrographs of the sample after etching under ambient conditions (a) and of the completed device at T ≈ 2.6 K (b) are shown in Fig. 1 . If not stated otherwise, the temperature of all measurements shown in this paper is T = 2.6 K. Fabrication details are given in the supporting information. 24 We first show a backgate sweep in Fig. 1(c) with voltage V bias = 500 µV applied between source and drain. The current through the dot is suppressed in the transport gap ranging approximately from 15 V to 45 V. The charge neutrality point is at V BG ≈ 30 V, presumably because of charged impurities on or near the graphene surfaces. The charge stability diagram of the quantum dot in Fig. 1(d) was measured at the base temperature T = 90 mK of the dilution refrigerator. We extract a charging energy ∆E C = 3.5 meV which is comparable to the values found in other devices of similar size. 5 LG Figure 1: (a) Atomic force micrograph of the graphene sample after reactive ion etching obtained under ambient conditions. The quantum dot (QD) is connected to source and drain via two constrictions. The nearby nanoribbon can be used as a charge detector but it was not connected in the measurements presented here. (b) In-situ atomic force micrograph of the sample after cooldown at T ≈ 2.6 K. This image was taken after positioning the tip above the sample with our homebuilt AFM. 25 Scale bars in (a) and (b) denote 500 nm. (c) Backgate trace taken at T ≈ 2.6 K and V bias = 500 µV. The charge neutrality point is shifted to V BG ≈ 30 V. (d) Charge stability diagram of the quantum dot. The charging energy is found to be ∆E C = 3.5 meV at V BG = 15 V and T = 90 mK. A symmetric bias of V bias = 300 µV was applied across source and drain and the tip was scanned at a constant height of ∆z ≈ 120 nm above the sample. Coulomb resonances of the quantum dot show up as concentric rings denoted by arrow (QD). The center of the Coulomb resonances are offset from the topographic center of the dot by ca. 240 nm. Such a behavior, known from previous scanning-gate experiments, is understood and of minor importance here. 28 The outline of the quantum dot and its connection to source and drain via the two constrictions, depicted with dashed, black lines, is corrected for the offset, assuming that the Coulomb resonances are centered in the quantum dot (see also supporting information 24 ). Most striking, however, is the appearance of two more sets of concentric rings which are highlighted by arrows (A) and (B) and which are centered around points in the constrictions. The black, dash-dotted line between points P and Q denotes the line along which the linescan of Fig. 3 was taken. The scale bar denotes 500 nm.
We performed scanning-gate measurements of the quantum dot in the hole regime at V BG = 12 V (see supporting information 24 and Ref. 25 for further information on our scanning-gate setup). To this end, the conductance G dot of the quantum dot is recorded as the voltage-biased tip is scanned at constant height above the structure. [26] [27] [28] A representative result is shown in Fig. 2; further images in the same regime are presented in the supporting information. 24 The scan frame has an area of 1.4 × 1.4 µm 2 and the outline of the quantum dot, as obtained from topographical images (see Fig. 1(b) ), is shown with dashed, black lines. We observe three sets of concentric q u a n t u m d o t r e s o n a n c e q u a n t u m d o t r e s o n a n c e re s o n a n c e A ( LG .
Horizontal cuts in Fig. 3(a We propose the model shown in Fig. 4 (a) which is capable of capturing the essential details of our observations. It consists of a quantum dot coupled to source and drain via two tunnel barriers with tunnel coupling Γ l,r dot . We introduce an additional localized state located in the constriction and coupled to the lead via a tunnel barrier with coupling Γ loc . The localized state interacts with the quantum dot states by tunneling through the barrier and by mutual capacitive coupling via C dot-loc . Fig. 4(b) shows a scanning-gate image taken at the temperature T ≈ 90 mK. Coulomb resonances are now much sharper than in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3(a) . Resonances B lead to a modulation of the dot conductance G dot as highlighted by arrows (1) and (2) . The capacitive coupling between resonance B and the quantum dot leads to the avoided crossings pointed at by arrow (2). They are more easily identified compared to Fig. 3(a) because of the lower temperature (see supporting information for a further scanning-gate image in this regime 24 ).
Whenever such an avoided crossing occurs, resonance A or B is charged with an additional Stampfer et al. report on a variation of relative lever arms of localized states in nanoribbons by up to 30%. 14 This is explained with a number of localized states spread along the nanoribbon.
Based on the geometry of the device used in 14, a rough estimate yields a spread of over 300 nm.
With our scanning-gate microscope, a spread of more than 100 nm should easily be detectable.
The fact that we observe one localized state per constriction is most likely due to the short length of the constrictions.
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Supporting Information Available
The supporting information includes description on the sample preparation and of our scanninggate setup. Additionally more scanning-gate images are shown to corroborate some statements of this letter. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.
org/.
Graphical TOC Entry In order to obtain a scanning-gate image, the AFM-feedback is turned off and a constant voltage V tip is applied to the tip. The current I dot through the dot is then recorded as a function of tip position while scanning the tip at constant height above the sample. [3] [4] [5] Coulomb resonances of the quantum dot occur whenever the tip-induced potential shifts an energy level of the quantum dot into resonance with the electrochemical potential of source and drain. Hence, the rings can be regarded as contour lines of constant electrochemical potential in the dot. 5 The energy difference of neighbouring contour lines is ∆E C , the charging energy of the dot. The contour line pattern reflects the tip-induced potential as sensed by the quantum dot states.
The excellent electronic quality of the tip can be deduced from the Coulomb rings. In Fig. 2 in the main article, we can distinguish more than 30 Coulomb rings. Previous experiments showed features which had to be attributed to double-or multi-tip behavior on smaller length scales than in the images shown here. [4] [5] [6] We can resolve neighbouring Coulomb rings which are separated by less than 20 nm. 
